Effect of processing time on enteric bacteria survival and on temperature and chemical composition of broiler poultry litter processed by two methods.
This study was conducted to evaluate the effects of deepstack processing broiler poultry litter with or without aeration on enteric bacteria survival (Trial 1), and to determine the optimum aeration period (Trial 2) and aeration frequency (Trial 3) to control excessive heating of litter during the deepstacking process. The effects of deepstacked litter temperature on bacteria survival and on chemical compositions of the litter were monitored. In Trial 1, E. coli, Salmonella enteriticis and Shigella sonnei were intentionally inoculated into the litter and their survival was monitored with time of litter processing. In Trial 2, litter was deepstacked and aerated once a day from the initial day or from the day when maximum stack temperature was reached and started to decrease to the end of processing period. In Trial 3, litter was deepstacked and aerated once or twice a day from the day after maximum stack temperature was attained until constant temperature was attained. During the deepstacking process of litter pathogenic bacteria were eliminated between the 2nd and 4th day of deepstacking. This phenomenon occurred apparently not only by high heat generated, but also by other potential factors, such as ammonia and microbial competition. Aeration resulted in the heat dissipation and early temperature reduction of deepstacked litter. The optimum aeration procedure to avoid excessive heating of deepstacked litter was to aerate once a day after the stack temperature reached its maximum at the early stage of deepstacking and for 3 days or until the stack temperature dropped off and reached constancy. This aerating frequency and duration did not negatively affect the chemical composition of deepstacked litter. These results suggest that poultry litter properly deepstacked, with or without aeration, to ensure the elimination of enteric bacterial pathogens may be fed at least 10 days earlier than the 21-day deepstacking period previously recommended.